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Newsletter for

The Devon A7 Club
Four DA7C members
met up to enjoy our
beautiful countryside
in the spring sunshine
for a trip to
Wimbleball Lake.

While others met up at
the Steam and Vintage
Fair at Bicton.

If you have been out and about in your A7, send me a photograph , tell me
where you were and your car could be on the front cover of next month’s
‘Devon Sevens’.
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Starting Handle
Of Austin Sevens and other Mechanical Eccentricities
I’ve always loved all things mechanical and especially small cars with character, probably because nothing
else was affordable in the early 1960s – I had Fords 8 & 10, a Frogeye Sprite, MG TD, and eventually
Morgan 3 wheelers. My first meeting with an Austin Seven was in a jungle clearing in Johore (Malaysia) in
1966. I was happily flying a Sioux (Bell 47) helicopter (think Whirlybirds or MASH) from Singapore to Kuantan
in north Malaya when its flat six Lycoming decided to eat its cooling fan. This resulted in a 36 blade fan, 3ft in
diameter, with attendant shrouding disintegrating with a spectacular bang, a huge yaw and a rapid
autorotation. Luckily (wisely!) we were no lower than 1500 feet and there was a hole in the primary jungle a
little way ahead. We arrived in the middle of a village football match on the edge of a rubber plantation with
no damage to anyone. After apologizing to some rather startled youngsters an Austin Seven Tourer
appeared along a dusty track driven by the plantation manager, who kindly took us to a lovely old plantation
house for tea and cake. He and his wife became good friends but that’s another story….
The image of that dusty A7 Tourer stayed with me but it took many years until I acquired my 1936 Nippy
(COG 335), so I’m relatively new to A7s and their eccentricities. The rest of this article was supposed to be
about setting up the Bowdenex brakes. When COG returned from a major engine rebuild during lockdown,
running in was abandoned because any application of brakes resulted in a violent lurch to the left. The A7
sages said “Ah, you’ve got a leaky rear axle that has oiled the o/s rear linings”. On inspection the rear linings
were dry and fine but the n/s fronts were greasy and beyond `down to the rivets’. The n/s Bowden cable was
decrepit and binding and we (me and the ever helpful Giles Wassell) await new cables from “Speedy Cables”
who are anything but…. In the meantime, at David’s instigation, I rang Bowden Engineering of Ottery St
Mary, the instigators of the Bowdenex system. The last surviving Bowden picked up the phone and we had a
long and rather sad chat. His Grandfather and Father had invented the system but with little demand in
recent years they had gone into agricultural engineering . Since last August he had only had two orders so
was in the process of closing the business for good, a rather sad end to a part of A7 history.

Mike Gregson

Please note this change to the details in your Trusted Suppliers of A7 Goods & Services booklet.
Nick Mouat Specialist Wheel Builders has moved his workshop to:

Harroway Farm House,
Penton Harroway,
Andover.
SP110QZ

Nick’s contact details remain the same - Mobile: 07717 570814, e-mail: mouat.nick@gmail.com
web: www.nickmouatspecialistwheelbuilder.co.uk
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Secretary’s Notes
With the improving weather and improving COVID situation, it has been good to
see some more members getting out and about with their cars and as I type this,
I know that several members will be preparing their 7s for the Steam & Vintage
Fair at Bicton. Let’s keep our fingers crossed that the weather holds out for
them.
Despite this increased activity, we have decided to continue with our monthly
virtual Club Nights and the next one is scheduled for the 19th July and you can find full details on page 4.
These are very informal meetings and hopefully provide an opportunity to ‘meet’ and chat about all things A7
related, or indeed anything else that might take your fancy, so if you haven’t already joined in, why not give it
a try.
The monthly Re-Fuel South West ‘Cars & Coffee’ meets at Dunkeswell continue and Dan Regan has
suggested that they might be organising another "Re:Fuel Revival" for later this year and we will circulate
more details as soon as they become available as this was a very popular event in 2020.
The FBHVC carries out research into the historic vehicle movement in the UK every 5 years and I thought it
might be interesting to reveal some of their findings.
There are over 1.5 million historic vehicles (Over 40 yrs old) on the DVLA database in the hands of 684,000
owners. The average owner spends £4,223 on their vehicle, uses it 16 times and travels 1,200 miles each
year.
18.7 million people see historic vehicles as an important part of our national heritage and 4.6 million people
say that they would like to own a historic vehicle.
Of the historic vehicles on the DVLA database, 51% are valued at less than £10,000. The average car being
£26,000
If anyone would like to see the full report it can be viewed on line here:https://www.fbhvc.co.uk/historic-vehicles-the-facts and the latest copy of FBHVC News is available here:https://fbhvc.co.uk/newsletter-archive.
Happy Austineering.
David
P.S. Those of you with sharp eyes will see, from the picture on the front cover, that Michael (see page 7)
made it to the Bicton Show, so congratulations for overcoming all the problems and getting the car back on
the road.

The 58th National

Austin Seven Rally

Beaulieu - Sunday 4th July 2021
The largest annual gathering of Austin Seven enthusiasts, vehicles and trade suppliers
Special Display:

COACH-BUILT & FABRIC-BODIED A7s
Following the government announcement that Covid measures will not end before mid July, it has been confirmed
that the National Austin Seven Rally at Beaulieu on Sunday 4th July 2021 can still take place.
The rally is held outdoors so maintaining social distancing is not a problem, there will be hand sanitizers everywhere,
tickets are mostly sold in advance, there will be a detailed Covid risk assessment in place. Loos will be regularly
cleaned.
Camping will still be available on site for the weekend.
Note – Official entries closed on Friday 18th June but if you’re quick, you might still get in!!
Entry forms are available on the DA7C website or at www.pwa7c.co.uk
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Wednesday July 7th

Visit to the Cornwall at War Museum,
Davidstow, Callington, PL32 9YF

Entry to the Museum - £5 per head
Meet at the museum for mid-day for a picnic lunch or make use of the NAFFI canteen on site,
followed by a look around the museum in the afternoon.
Fresh, homemade Cornish Pasties available to pre-order @ £3.50 each.
Order from Nick Hawkins.
If a group of 15+ visit the museum, complimentary tea/coffee will be provided and there may
be a small discount on the entry price.
Nick Hawkins is organising the visit in conjunction with Cornwall A7 Club and The N. Devon Morris Register.
Nick is arranging a run from North Devon starting at 9am from the picnic lay-by, 1/2 mile outside of Bideford
on the A386 Torrington Road, and then via Bradworthy, Tamar Lakes, Red Post to Davidstow. Members can
join at the start or en-route or at Davidstow.
For more information and to book your place (and pastie) contact Nick Hawkins. Tel 01271 375730, or
e-mail valhawkins3@aol.com
More information about the museum at www.cornwallatwarmuseum.co.uk
Note - Philip Burrow is planning on going on this trip to the museum, and is happy to meet up with other
members from mid or south Devon at his home in the Crediton/Copplestone area to travel to Davidstow
together.
If this would interest you, please contact Philip on 07870 969620 or email higherlivingantiques@gmail.com.

Zoom Club Night
Monday July 19th at 7pm
Join us for a general chat at this

Members’ Catch Up Evening
Zoom link will be sent out by e-mail 1 week in advance.
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Vintage & Classic Weekend at RHS Garden Rosemoor, Great Torrington
July 31st & August 1st 2021
Now in its eleventh year the weekend has proved to be one of Rosemoor’s most
popular events with Vintage Vehicles, Motorcycles, Tractors and Horticultural
Machinery. This year they are introducing modern classics to the show, and also
hope to organise a traders’ area related to the event. If anyone is interested in trading
at the event please contact Rosemoor for a booking form. There will be a charge of £30 per table per day.
This is a free to enter event for vehicles, which will provide you with entry to all of Rosemoor Garden for you
and a guest. Unfortunately, Rosemoor are unable to offer onsite camping this year, due to health and safety
regulations. Also, as the event takes place inside the garden, it is the RHS policy of strictly no dogs, unless
they are registered assistance dogs. Entry forms are available on the DA7C website (see page 14) , from
David Aylmore (see back page) or from Rosemoor at rosemoorevnts@rhs.org.uk .

Bicton Park
August 7th & 8th - Stationary Engine Crank Up Day
This is a new event, and the organisers hope to have a number of stationary Engines operating on display
around the Gardens, and the Lister Engine Collection in the Museum, which hopefully will be open by this
date.
Bicton Gardens is opening this event to all other exhibitors of steam engines, military vehicles, classic &
vintage cars, classic/vintage motorcycles, tractors & farm machinery, Surface Warship Association, Model
Boats Clubs, classic pedal cycles and garden machinery , as well as stationary working engines. This is
hoped to be a full crank up day, where all of these engines on all of those vehicles can be fired up.
Camping will be available from Friday 6th August 2021 for exhibitors only.
More information on the website - www.bictongardens.co.uk or from Bill Wrench on 01395 568503
An Application Form for this event is available on the DA7C website

The Adventures of Group Captain Wingspan
The next in the series of bizarre but true stories from Group Captain Wingspan
The Haunted Car
One thing you never should do in the motor trade is to say, “No worries, I know what the problem is!!”
Some of you reading this will remember the days when cars were not fitted with radios and you had to find a
lunatic like me to supply and fit one. In the early 70s I fitted a lot of radios and one customer came back to
say the radio I had supplied and fitted some weeks back would not turn off.
“No problem I know what's wrong”, I said.
The Motorola radios had a problem with a small plastic spring breaking in the on/off switch and that's
obviously what was wrong. Getting into his car the radio was pumping out radio one from the speaker in the
rear parcel shelf and so I set about removing the glove compartment to get the radio out. With the radio in my
hand I disconnected the power lead but it carried on playing. Next I disconnected the speaker leads and
again the radio continued playing.
At this point I'm starting to look around for any hidden cameras and the customer was certainly starting to
look a bit scared.
Now feeling a bit of a fool I decided to look in the boot and there I found a transistor radio blasting radio
one, the sound being projected up through speaker. Big relief all round, the car’s not haunted and turns out
his daughter had put it there and when he went round a corner it had switched itself on.! ..wingspan out.
Next month......It pays to look.
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Richard’s Ramblings
At last some seasonal weather but interestingly things on the allotment are still slow in picking up growth.
The beans, tomatoes, courgettes which have all been in the ground for about a month, all be it protected
from the cold, are not romping away! They all developed the hump because of the cold and really have not
sprung into action unlike last year when I had problems containing everything. It will prove to be a very late
year for cropping and hopefully the weather will be kind to us. The river level has dropped sufficiently giving
me access to some more gash timber which I will chainsaw and bring to the bank to dry off before splitting
and storing. On the Austin scene things are returning to normal with maximum use of the Ruby. But not so
good with the Special as the brake cylinders have jammed on from lack of use, although I have been taking it
out on a regular basis but obviously not frequently enough! I am not too surprised as I was aware that one
back cylinder was not functioning correctly.

I am making the most of having the Special up on axle stands as I am doing a bit of rust preventing and
some painting. Looking at the above photo makes me think that I am lucky to be able to fold up and fit in the
small space between wall and car, must be thanks to the yoga which I do on a daily basis!
We have been helping out with looking after the grand children and last Sunday was a day to remember
weather wise with blue skies and high temperatures. We took the boys down to the pond and soon Harry
was in, whilst son Rob and George were on lifeguard duties in the boat. I sat under the enormous oak tree in
the dappled shade and watched all the fun, what a morning!

Let’s hope we will all be meeting up fairly soon, until then keep safe.
Richard Bishop
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How I acquired Annabelle and named her
About five weeks ago one of my close friends asked me if I had ever seen ‘Bangers and Cash’ on the
television, knowing that I was interested in older cars. So, after retuning my freeview so that I could get
channel 26, I watched an episode. I was interested to see the programme, but as our first vehicle was a 1931
Austin Seven box saloon I thought, “all very well but not like an Austin Seven”.
So I started a bit of research on Google and promptly went out and bought a printer, so as to be able to print
out an application form for ‘Devon Sevens’. When I filled it in, I was still looking for a car of my own, and
continued with my online searching. I thought maybe someone in the club would have heard of a car for sale,
but was fascinated to see all manner of Austin Sevens for sale from as far afield as Italy and Portugal, and all
for lots of money. “Oh dear”, I thought maybe a bit of a pipe dream but at least as a member I could perhaps
go to some meets and enjoy other members' cars.
I found an auction with numerous cars for sale in Duxford, and again when I saw some of the reserve prices
my heart sank. While I was idly trawling down the list of A7’s for sale I spotted a 1932 RN Box saloon for sale
in Hoddesdon. This was on the Monday 10th May, and as it seemed a better price to me I promptly got in
touch with the owner. We were each busy on the Tuesday and Wednesday, so I arranged to see the car on
Thursday 13th, which dawned very wet and windy.
So at first crack of sparrow fart ( as my dear old Dad would have said) I set off for Hoddesdon, with a printout
from AA Route Planner to help me, being a complete refusenik for a satnav. Eventually after driving round
Hoddesdon on a few wrong turns I found the road, and as I pulled into the turning there she was, sitting in
the owner's open garage for all the world to see. Of course it was love at first sight.
We spent some time trying to get her started without any success, it seemed to me that we were on a losing
battle with a flat battery, and eventually I said that if Brian would take a slight reduction in the asking price I
would take a risk on being able to get her going. So he contacted his mate and we arranged for him to
transport her to Seaton that afternoon and he would be at his address in about half an hour, provided he
could have part of his fee upfront in cash before setting off.
There then followed a trip to the Lloyds bank in Hoddesdon where Brian could pay in my cheque and I could
draw some cash. I declined a second cup of tea and set off back to Seaton without even stopping to eat my
sandwich lunch fearing that I might be beaten back to Seaton by Annabelle on the lorry. A full 397 miles
return trip saw me home and tucking into my rather late lunch, which I had just finished when Annabelle
arrived. I had to leave her on the drive until Saturday when our elder son George came to help me dismantle
the wall that I had made in the garage to create a man cave. During that time and subsequently I have been
approached by at least 8 near neighbours and complete strangers wanting to have a look at her.
Now starts the long haul to get her going, and I have learnt an awful lot already, mostly from our secretary,
David, not least that the wrong carburettor was fitted being for an Austin 10, and having the wrong jets fitted
for a Seven. I had the battery on charge for about a week without getting it up to strength, and so took it to be
checked with suitable equipment to find that, as I suspected, it was completely useless. I now have a new
battery and am pleased to say that the starter is working with a decent charge in the new battery. It now
remains for me to run a couple of further tests recommended by Pete Gilbert and then he has offered to loan
me a working carb to try to get her up and running. Apparently getting a good carb can be difficult, so if any
members can help with a good carb for sale I would be very grateful.
Our first 1931 Seven was called Annie, my dear wife Jackie’s middle
name being Ann, so feeling that there could never be another Annie,
I looked into other similar names, hence Annabelle: Anna from the
Hebrew for full of grace, and belle from the French for beautiful, and
so I have a graceful beauty to enjoy tinkering with.
Michael Tabeart
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David’s Diary
Having spent a couple of weeks of the past month enjoying the South West Coast Path, I have, I am sorry to
report, not driven either of our 7’s anywhere since the last newsletter.
All my A7 activity this month has been in the garage as I have finally started to investigate what work is
needed on the Box Saloon. When I first brought it home, I did get the engine started but looking down
through the spark plug holes, I thought I could see some marking on the bores, so the first job was to take
the head off to see what was going on. In preparation to start the engine, I drained the old petrol from the
tank, but the drain plug fell apart at the first touch, so the tank removal & repair was the second job on the
list.
Between regularly dosing the cylinder head nuts with ‘PlusGas’, I dismantled the rear numberplate/light bar
and the back section of the exhaust pipe to allow the tank to be removed.

I had thought that the whole drain plug assembly would need to be replaced, but in fact, it was the threaded
part of the plug itself that had somehow sheared off and with a bit of gentle persuasion, I was able to remove
the section from the tank, clean up the threads and fit a replacement plug that I had in the spares box.

However, as is always the case with A7s, that was not the
end of the story. While working on the tank, it became
clear that despite the exterior looking very sound, there
was something rattling around inside and after a good
shake and rinsing with some old petrol, a considerable
amount of sediment came out.

To get a better look at the interior, I removed the sender
unit and this revealed what looked like a thick greasy
substance on the bottom and sides along with a very
strange looking thick grey layer of corrosion on the inner
part of the Tank Sender unit. I forgot to photograph the
sender unit, but this is what the tank looked like.

Continued on page 9
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Continued from page 8
As far as I know from the car’s previous owner, it is likely that it had stood unused for 8
years or more and from investigations I have made, it appears that the grey corrosion could
well have been some sort of fungus which grows when fuel is left standing for a
considerable time, possibly due to the Ethanol content. The sender unit cleaned up with a
small wire brush and the tank was treated with POR 15 De-Greaser, a product I used when
cleaning the tank on our Milk Delivery Car prior to sealing a leak and after two treatments,
there was a noticeable improvement,
But clearly more treatment to the residual rust is necessary, and I
plan to use the ‘POR 15 Metal Prep’ as a final treatment. As there
are no signs of leaking, I don’t plan to apply an internal sealer at this time.
The head nuts all came off after being soaked with PlusGas for around 48 hrs and
then tightening each one very slightly before undoing each one with plenty of WD40 to
ease the threads. I was very pleased to see that all the bores looked fine, and in fact
were showing the cross hatched markings of having been Honed quite recently.
However, I was surprised to see that No 2 piston had the ‘FRONT’ stamp at 90
degrees to where it should be.

I have no explanation at this stage but clearly the pistons are not a complete set and I think I will need to
remove the sump to have another look from the bottom of the engine.
More next month.
Stay Safe
David.

An endorsement of the A7
I was reading 'The Vintage Motor
Car' by C. Clutton and J.Stanford
published in 1954. It is the
companion book to 'The Veteran
Motor Car'. Out of print now but
probably available from ABE
Books or Alibris.
In the chapter entitled 'Economy
and Utility' I came across this
ringing endorsement of the Austin
Seven with which I am sure we will
all agree.
Viv Gale
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From the Archivist:
Those of you who have been following the planning of the Centenary Event in 2022 will know by now that the
group organizing the gathering are working their hardest to make the celebration as extraordinary as
possible. We are making sure every aspect is planned to the highest possible standard and want to make it
an event that will live long in the minds of those that attend.
Again, those of you who have been keeping abreast of developments (probably by signing up for the regular
Newsletter at https://a7centenary.com/) will be aware that, as Archivist, I am responsible for delivering an
Archive display the like of which has not been seen before. I am planning a number of different strands to the
displays, all of which will require considerable planning, items sourcing, layouts designed and finally displays
assembled in a short space of time and dismantled in an even shorter space of time.
Clearly, this is not a job for one.
I am writing today to appeal to a number of you who would like to play a part in delivering the displays, who
would like to help plan and design them and bear some of the responsibility for assembling them. Ideally, I
am looking for a team of 5 or 6 volunteers, each of whom would take responsibility for one section of the
display and ultimately put together their own merry band of helpers who would be responsible for the
assembly and dismantling of the displays. Ideally, you may have had some experience in putting on similar
displays and can contribute to the ‘ideas’ phase when we start planning in earnest. This is a genuine appeal
and as I say, not a job that can be done by one, I will need help. The whole ethos of the event is one of
organized by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts and the event will only be a success by the hard work and
enthusiasm of those volunteers.
Please, if you have an interest in the task and joining in the volunteer spirit of the organizing team, please do
get in touch with me, by sending an email to archivist@a7ca.org. In the first instance, I suggest that we could
arrange a Zoom meeting that I will invite all interested parties to attend to discuss the project.
This does also seem to be a perfect opportunity to mention that my tenure as Archivist formally comes to an
end in April 2022. However, I have suggested to the Association that I remain in post for a further year to see
the Centenary through. However, a successor is keenly sought and perhaps one of the volunteers in this
team would be interested in carrying on the work of the Archive. You may or not be aware that the
Association has implemented a scheme of Term Limits for any post now, so such appointments are not made
for life, but for 3 or 6 years. Much work has been done on the collection over the past few years with
rationalisation, digitization and publication on the web site being the main thrust. I like to think that the
Archive will be in a great position to hand over by the time 2023 comes around. Please do give that some
very serious consideration.
Hugh Barnes
Association Archivist
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This article has been reproduced from the Technical Articles section of the BA7 Club website.

Dynamo housings - Endangered Species? - by Ian Moorcraft
There was a time when every auto jumble stall or job lot of spares had one or two dynamo housings that only
required a good rub with a wire brush (and didn’t they come up well, no matter how rough they looked) and
fitted straight on to the car. Over the last few years it seems that serviceable ones are now quite hard to find;
the spares shed always had loads, now most, if not all, are broken. Having a good look at the damage it is
obvious that most have been broken for the simple reason that owners in the distant past were ignorant about
how they were assembled.
If we look at the magneto housings first, the damage is always the same,
being cracked from the end of the slot Pic A - not always as bad as this, but
if you find 10 of these, nine will have some cracking here. So why is it? Well,
people remove the obvious bolt and nut then find they cannot remove the
dynamo and wrongly assume it is tight in the casing, so out comes the
screwdriver to jam in the slot to force the case apart, and goodbye to
another dynamo housing.

Pic A

Pic B

Pic C

Looking at Pic B the Bennett Oiler that sits under the small fan bracket doubles up as a locating spigot for the
dynamo revealed in Pic C; if you don’t remove this you cannot remove the dynamo.If you are removing the
housing completely, leave the single front nut (hidden when the dynamo is in place) until you have the other
three fixings removed. The reason being that there is not enough clearance to remove this nut before it jams
against the timing gear case below. If you carry on undoing it after the nut has come up against the case
(depending on the length of the stud) you can jack the dynamo housing off the crankcase breaking one of the
feet on the housing or, even worse, off the front timing gear cover (which is a matched pair with the gear case
itself).

Pic D

Moving on to the coil engine dynamo housing, four times as many of these
were made as were the magneto ones, but of course probably four times as
many coil cars that need them still exist today. The damage on these is
almost universal; if it’s broken it will be the top of the casting where the fan
spindle fits and this is simply because people have not realised the cotter*
that holds the spindle in place is not a bicycle type with a flat, but half moon
ground in the cotter, it is the same type cotter as the magneto cars shown in
Pic D. Trying to hammer it out breaks the top off the casting (you can also
break the casting on both types by over tightening with the dreaded socket
set). All that is needed to remove the fan spindle is to loosen the nut and
give the cotter pin one sharp tap and then revolve the spindle back and forth
pulling outwards as you do so.
* Note this type of cotter is also used on the front axle king pins.
Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 11
Removing the dynamo on coil cars can
sometimes be a problem; the three bolts
are out but the dynamo will feel loose but
will not come out, so some take off the
little tin cover on the other side of the
housing (what is it for?) and try to lever
or
hit the dynamo out with a hammer
without success. Looking at Pic E shows
how the long housing fixing bolt breaks
into the space for the dynamo case and
Pic F shows the corresponding half of
Pic E
Pic F
the slot ground into the dynamo bearing
housing, effectively locking the dynamo into place. If you have this problem you must remove the long
housing bolt as well as the three bolts on the dynamo. You will not be able to tell if you have this slotted type
dynamo fitted until you get the problem removing it. There are another two designs of post 1930 dynamos
(sorry no pics ); one has a flat ground away from the outer edge of the slot allowing the dynamo to be
removed without taking out the long bolt, and the other has a conical shaped bearing housing with no slot at
all and is easy to remove.
You will not have this problem
with the first coil CAV dynamos.
Pic G shows the first type
introduced in late 1928 on the
left with a two piece steel and
aluminium end cap and the
second type in 1929 with a one
piece aluminium end cap; the
third type late 1930/31 looks
exactly the same but the one
Pic G
Pic H
piece end cap is steel. All of
these are flat at the gear end and give no problems see Pic H. If you are building up a spare dynamo for a
1931/39 car, avoid the type in Pic F. Removing the long bolt every time is a drag, and it will eventually strip
the thread in the crankcase and you will end up with a difficult job on your hands to rectify the thread. By the
time you have the three bolts removed from the dynamo, you will have learnt how difficult the access is for
two of them, so suggest you cut a nice broad slot in the heads of the two bolts on each side of the housing
and use a big screwdriver to refit them.
I apologise if this is ‘old hat’ to many of you, but we do have lots of new members who could benefit from our
experience I’m sure.

August 2021 Newsletter:Please send your letters, comments, articles and photos to devon.sevens@hotmail.co.uk or by post to Janet
Aylmore, Corner Cottage, Ideford, Newton Abbot, Devon, TQ13 0BG.
Copy for inclusion in the August issue should be with me by Wednesday 21st July 2021 and the
newsletter will be distributed on or before Wednesday 28th July.
To avoid any possible problems with copyright, please confirm, when sending in articles, photo’s diagrams,
maps etc, that they are free from any copyright restrictions. For information, the copyright remains with the
originator of any photos etc for 50 years and the originator’s permission is required before they can legally be
reproduced or distributed. Within the very friendly A7 world, there is generally not a problem, so long as the
originators copyright is acknowledge but I need to be made aware of the situation before publishing.
Many thanks. Ed.
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Events
We are still living in uncertain times, and some of these details may change. We will try to keep you up to
date in the newsletter, but updates will also be found on the DA7C website (see page 13) and the ‘Devon
Austin Seven Club’ page on Facebook.
2021
July 2nd, 3rd, 4th

Devon County Show. Entries closed on June 1st, but it is usually a good show for a
day out, with lots to see and do.

July 4th

Bideford Water Festival. Bideford Rotary Club has suggested that the local A7
owners might like to put on a static display during the Festival. Contact Martin Wright
on 01409 241428.

Sunday July 4th

750mc Beaulieu National Rally – Beaulieu. More details on page 3.

Wednesday July 7th Run/visit to Cornwall War Museum, Davidstow - see page 4.
Sunday July 18th

Re-Fuel at Dunkeswell. Pre-booked tickets only at www.re-fuel.co.uk

July 31st

Honiton Lions Classic Car Show. Contact Kevin on 01404 42464 for details.

July 31st, Aug.1st

Rosemoor Vintage Weekend. See page 5 for more details. Entry forms are available
on the DA7C website (see page 14) , from David Aylmore (see back page) or from
Rosemoor at rosemoorevnts@rhs.org.uk .

August 7th & 8th

Bicton Park Stationary Engine Crank up day (see page 5 for details)

August 21st

This is a preliminary date for a DA7C trip to Eggesford Airfield - more details next
month.

August 21st

Dalwood Fair - one of the oldest village fairs in the South West, dating back to 1345.
Children’s fancy dress competition, dog agility, Punch 7 Judy, Country Crafts, Bar,
BBQ, Teas and much more.

Sunday Aug. 29th

Chanters Classic Car Show, Ottery St. Mary. Contact Tony on 01404 815853 for
details.

Sunday Aug. 29th

Seaton Carnival Committee’s Classic Vehicle Show. Seaton Esplanade, 10am 5pm. Enquiries to June Millman 0n 01297 599625 or email: june.m@talktalk.net.
Application forms (£8 entry fee) from DA7C website, David Aylmore (contact details
on back page) or June Millman.

Sunday October 10th DVCC Autojumble, Buckfast Railway. Contact David Aylmore for details—contact
details on back page.
2022
July 19th - 24th 2022 Austin 7 Centenary Rally
For Sale
Pair of inner wings for a 1935 2 seater APE. Would probably also fit Ruby. Brand new, bought a while back
for a restoration project but not used so now surplus to requirements. New price is around £80 each, would
accept £100 for the pair as I need the space.
Contact John Pine on 01803 851256
For Sale
Light twin axle car transporter trailer, has been used for moving Austin 7s. 10” mini wheels, indispension
type units, brakes to both axles, lights and a pair of ramps, recent new tyres on front axle. Not a factory built
trailer. £450 o.n.o. Contact Mark White on 07717 485111 or email: tmandaewhite@btconnect.com
Austin 7 related items ‘Wanted’ or ‘For Sale’ can be advertised in Devon Sevens free of charge. Items will be removed
from the listings after 3 months unless you have notified me that you would like the advert to continue.
Thank you - Janet (Editor - contact details on back page)
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Keeping Informed
For those of you with a computer or smart phone etc, you might find the following websites a useful source of
information and news.
www.devonsevens.co.uk - welcome to the website for the Devon Austin 7
Club. Here you can find out all about the 'Devon Sevens', how we started,
what we do and how to join. It has the latest and past Newsletters, a fully
updated list of ‘Trusted Suppliers’, plus entry forms that can be downloaded
for all club events and many others.
Don’t forget you can also follow the Devon Austin Seven Club
on our Facebook page.

www.austinsevenfriends.com - the one stop web site for Austin 7
enthusiasts across the world. Austin 7 news and events throughout the
country and beyond!

Useful Facebook Groups:

Austin Seven
Austin 7 Spares/Cars for sale Group

For advice on how to make the best use of our website you can contact Steve Day at:
steve-j-day@outlook.com

DA7C Badges.
Car Badge.
There is a choice of 2 styles of Car Badge. Both have the same Green & White motif with
black lettering.
1.

A small windscreen self adhesive badge which is ideal for a “Modern” if space for a larger
external badge is not available. - £1 each

2.

A high quality Chrome & Enamel external badge as shown in the Illustration.
1 badge £13.50 inc. 2nd class post, 2 badges £25 inc. 2nd Class post.

Embroidered Badge.
We also have a very smart embroidered club badge available. It is 3 1/4” (80mm) in diameter and
is, as shown in the picture, very similar in design to the car badge.
Cost is £3.50 (plus 50p postage)

Lapel Badge.
These metal badges measure 25mm diameter, and the cost is a very reasonable £2.25 inc. p & p.
All badges can be purchased by contacting David Aylmore by phone, post or e-mail or can be
collected from any club event.
Contact details are on the back page.
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Devon Austin 7 Club - Officers & Committee members 2021/22
Secretary & Membership Secretary:
David Aylmore
Corner Cottage
Ideford
Newton Abbot,
TQ13 0BG

Treasurer:
Ian Mould
The Shieling
Pound Hill
Holcombe Rogus
Wellington TA21 0PJ

Tel: 01626 852259
E-Mail: secretary@devonsevens.co.uk
membership@devonsevens.co.uk

Tel: 01823 674427
E-Mail: treasurer@devonsevens.co.uk

Car Identification Number Registrar:
Nick Borst-Smith
Waterhouse Barn
Coddiford Hill
Cheriton Fitzpaine
EX17 4BD

A7 Clubs’ Assoc. Rep.
Ken Hickman
The Old School House
Coombe
St. Austell
PL26 7LN

Tel: 01363 866 819
E-mail: registrar@devonsevens.co.uk

Tel: 01726 882530
E-mail: a7ca@devonsevens.co.uk

Committee Member:
Richard Bishop
40 Feltrim Avenue
Exeter
EX2 4RP

Committee Member:
Mike Gregson
Penpark
Bickington
Newton Abbot,
TQ12 6LH

Tel: 01392 439916
E-mail: rchrdbshp7@gmail.com

Tel: 01626 821314
E-mail: mike@penpark.co.uk

Committee Member:
Viv Gale
7 Gifford Close
Hartland
Bideford
EX39 6HY
Tel: 01237 441272
E-mail: vivgeogale@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor

DVLA Authorisation Representative

Janet Aylmore
Corner Cottage
Ideford.
Newton Abbot.
TQ13 0BG

Howard Palmer
19 Sweetbriar Lane
Holcombe
Dawlish
EX7 0JZ

Tel: 01626 852259
E-Mail: devon.sevens@hotmail.co.uk

Tel: 01626 864212
E-mail: secretary@devonsevens.co.uk

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the writers and not necessarily those of the Editor or the
Devon Austin Seven Club. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the technical advice and
information, the Club and its officers accept no liability for loss, damage or injury from persons acting upon the
advice or information given in this publication.
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